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Abstract

Field experiments are experiments in settings with high degrees of naturalism. This article describes different types of field
experiments, including randomized field trials, randomized rollout designs, encouragement designs, downstream field
experiments, hybrid lab-field experiments, and covert population experiments, and discusses their intellectual background
and benefits. It also lists methodological challenges researchers can encounter when conducting field experiments, including
failure to treat, selective attrition, spillover, difficulty of replication, and black box causality, and discusses available solutions.
Finally, it provides an overview over current and emerging directions in field experimentation and concludes with a brief
history of field experiments.

Definitions

Field experiments are experiments in settings with high degrees of
naturalism. Experiments are studies using some type of random
procedure, such as a coin flip or a random number generator,
which determines for each participant whether they receive
a treatment versus no treatment or a comparison treatment.
Random assignment in expectation ensures balance on observ-
able and unobservable confounding variables between the
treatment groups and thus allows for causal claims about the
effect of the treatment on the outcomes of the group. In other
words, through random assignment the researcher can causally
attribute recorded outcomes to treatments or manipulations.
For example, assume that participants are randomly assigned
to two different weight loss programs, A and B. If, at the comple-
tion of the two programs, the average weight of participants in
program A is significantly less than participants in program B
according to a standard statistical test of difference in means,
the researcher can infer that program A is more effective at
causing weight loss compared to program B. In the absence of
random assignment, it is possible that people with lower
body fat, a higher motivation to lose weight, or another unob-
servable characteristic disproportionately participated in
programA due to the biased choices of participants or the exper-
imenter. These characteristics could explain the difference in
weight loss that has nothing to do with the program itself.

In the weight loss example, individuals are the experimental
units that are randomly assigned to different treatments. Exper-
imental units may be people but can also be other entities, such
as communities, households, or school classes. When groups of
people, such as groups of friends, rather than individuals, are
assigned to a treatment, this is referred to as clustered random
assignment. Blocked random assignment occurs when experi-
mental units are first grouped into blocks according to similar-
ities in any particular observed characteristic, and then
randomly assigned to treatment within each block. For
example, researchers can first block individuals into six groups
defined by previous academic achievement and sociodemo-
graphic background, and then randomly assign individuals
within each block to an experimental tutoring intervention
versus a no-tutoring control. In field experiments, random

assignment usually occurs between subjects: each participant
receives only one of several treatments. For example,
researchers may randomly assign a sample of 300 companies
to receive one of two resumes that are identical except that
one is from a black applicant (treatment 1) and the other
from a white applicant (treatment 2). The measured outcome
is whether each company contacts the fictional applicant for
an interview. In this case, each company only receives one
resume, either from a white or from a black candidate. An alter-
native approach is a within-subjects design in which experi-
mental units are exposed to multiple treatments. For
example, researchers may send comparable resumes from
both a white and a black applicant to the same company. An
advantage of within-subjects designs is that they generally
require smaller samples than between-subjects designs. A
disadvantage is that it remains unclear if the outcome was
caused by any single treatment or by the sequence of all avail-
able treatments. This requires at least a counterbalanced design
in which half of the companies are randomly assigned to hear
from a black then a white applicant, and the other half hear
from a white and then a black applicant.

The term experiment has a precise definition: the term field
is more open to interpretation. Generally, a field experiment is
an experiment in a setting with a high degree of naturalism.
Researchers can determine the naturalism of an experiment
based on the following four considerations (Gerber and
Green, 2012): (1) Does the treatment or manipulation in the
study resemble the intervention of interest in the world? (2)
Do participants in the study resemble the actors who usually
encounter these interventions? (3) Does the context within
which participants receive the treatment resemble the context
of interest or is it, for example, more obtrusive? and (4) Does
the outcome measure resembles the actual outcome of theoret-
ical or practical interest? For example, a field experiment would
test a real door-to-door campaign rather than a simulated door-
step conversation, would target citizens who are eligible to vote
rather than a convenience sample of students in a class, would
locate the door-to-door campaign in a neighborhood where it
is meant to take place instead of a college campus, and would
assess actual voting behavior directly rather than asking partic-
ipants about their intention to vote in a survey.
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Conventional laboratory experiments with a nonnaturalistic
intervention but with a nonstandard subject pool (i.e.,
members of the community who are the real-world targets of
the simulated intervention) are sometimes called artifactual
field experiments. An example for an artifactual field experiment
recruited small business man of Turkish versus Belgium origin
as research participants, and instructed them to play behavioral
economics trust games (Bouckaert and Dhaene, 2004).

Experiments with a nonstandard subject pool and a natural-
istic treatment or manipulation are sometimes called framed
field experiments. In an example for this type of experiment,
Love et al. (2005) randomly assigned low-income pregnant
women and families with infants and toddlers to the ‘early
head start’ child development program or to a control group.
Early head start is an existing program that serves precisely
these communities. Researchers gathered the outcomes of
interest, child development, and parenting, mostly through
interviews and test batteries, making participants aware of the
research activities.

Quasi-experiments (see Shadish et al., 2002) where at least
one treatment is not randomly assigned, as well as natural exper-
iments (see Dunning, 2012) where random assignment occurs
through an exogenous force that is not under the control of
the researcher are distinct from field experiments and will not
be covered in this encyclopedic article.

Intellectual Background

A considerable number of scholars across the social sciences
advocate for field experiments. Which benefits they emphasize
often depends on their disciplinary background. Pro-field
experiment arguments made by social psychologists
(Cialdini, 2009; Paluck and Cialdini, 2014) highlight the
advantages of field experiments relative to laboratory experi-
ments. In contrast, political scientists (Gerber et al., 2004;
Gerber and Green, 2012) and sociologists (Pager, 2007) often
focus on the advantages of field experiments relative to obser-
vational research. Economists stress both advantages when
making the case for field experiments (Banerjee and Duflo,
2009).

The most frequent argument for field versus laboratory
experiments is that field experiments often have greater external val-
idity than laboratory experiments. Because treatments, partici-
pants, settings, and outcomes closely resemble those as they
naturally occur in the world, lessons gained through field
experiments may be more relevant to the social and political
questions the experiment was designed to test.

In contrast to observational studies, field experiments can
establish causality and provide unbiased treatment effects even
in the absence of strong priors. Going beyond most laboratory
experiments, field experiments can also test the robustness of
causal relations. Because in their everyday realities people often
encounter a myriad of stimuli and distractions, it is important
to test the robustness of causal relations in such messy settings.
For example, Gerber et al. (2008) found that high-social-
pressure mailings that were randomly assigned to a subset of
households increase voter turnout. These findings are remark-
able considering how many steps lie in between receiving
mail and casting one’s ballot in a voting booth. In addition

to providing useful knowledge about increasing voter turnout,
the findings from this study powerfully demonstrate the
strength and therefore theoretical importance of social pressure
in civic behavior.

Although field experiments are often equated with program
evaluation, the social pressure and voting study is one of many
demonstrations that this method can be used to advance scien-
tific theory. Convention in experimental social science had often
assigned the role of advancing basic theoretical science to labo-
ratory experiments, which were presumed to be free of
confounds and unnecessary ‘noise’ or error variance. Field
experiments, however, can produce highly accurate treatment
effect estimates free of common laboratory artifacts such as
experimenter bias and participant reactivity to the perceived
demands of the experimental situation or instructions (see
Adams and Stocks, 2008). For example, members of a domi-
nant racial group often carefully monitor their behavior in
laboratory experiments so as not to appear ‘racist.’ In field
experiments, however, participants are more likely to be
unaware of being observed, and real outcomes, for example,
purchase transactions, are at stake. For instance, Ditlmann
and Lagunes (2014) randomly assigned Latino and Anglo
actors to pay for purchases with checks in retail stores, and,
found that cashiers more frequently asked Latino actors to
present ID when making a check purchase than Anglo actors.
The fact that these cashiers were unaware that they were being
studied allows us to be more confident that the experiment-
captured average rates of discrimination as they occur in
everyday life.

Finally, field experiments have a great potential for innova-
tion and discovery because researchers do not control all
elements of the setting, and thus can make unanticipated
discoveries. For example, in a field experiment on the hiring
process, Barron et al. (Barron et al., 2011) found that store
personnel exhibited greater positivity and engaged in longer
interactions when they were randomly assigned to minority
applicants who displayed prominently their ethnic identifica-
tion. This observation contradicts an earlier laboratory finding
that high identification leads to negative evaluation of ethnic
minorities (Kaiser and Pratt-Hyatt, 2009). The authors specu-
late that store owners fear discrimination lawsuits if they
reject qualified minority candidates whom they suspect to
be strong advocates for their groups’ rights. The finding thus
reveals the power of institutional structures in guiding human
behavior – an important discovery for research inside and
outside the laboratory.

Current Knowledge

Types of Studies

Field experimentation is a burgeoning field and new types of
studies emerge regularly. This encyclopedic article describes
some of the most commonly used types of field experiments
and provides illustrative examples.

Randomized controlled field trials are the canonical design for
field experiments. They compare the effects of two or more
interventions or manipulations on outcomes of interest. Indi-
viduals from a pool of potential participants are randomly
assigned to one or more interventions of interest vis-à-vis
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a control or placebo condition. For example, Paluck (2009)
randomly assigned Rwandan citizens, clustered in communi-
ties, to listen to a radio soap opera program either with preju-
dice reduction or with health messages. She found that the
prejudice-reduction radio program improved norms for inter-
group behavior, measured by the way listeners in the prejudice
reduction program divided a community resource given to
communities in each condition. In another randomized
controlled trial, retail customers were offered one of four
different pricing programs: ‘Pay-what-you-want’ or ‘fixed-price,’
each combined with information that either half of the money
or no money would go to charity. Interestingly, participants
paid the highest amounts in the program that offered the
pay-what-you-want option combined with positive informa-
tion about charity (Gneezy et al., 2010).

Randomized rollout designs (also called waiting list designs or
stepped wedge designs) are similar to randomized controlled
trials. Instead of being assigned to different treatments, all
participants receive the same treatment but at randomly
assigned varying points in time (time 1 or time 2). Researchers
randomly assign half of all experimental units to the treatment
at time 1, after which they can compare outcomes, and then
researchers give control participants access to the treatment at
time 2, after which they can test to see whether this group reacts
similarly to the first group. This design is often used when there
are ethical or political concerns about withholding the treat-
ment from a portion of the sample. For example, researchers
working with a bank in the Philippines offered an attractive
savings plan to a randomly assigned selection of customers.
Customers in a marketing treatment control condition received
access to the plan after a ‘product trial period,’ i.e., after the
research was completed (Ashraf et al., 2006).

Encouragement designs recognize that in some cases,
researchers cannot guarantee participants’ compliance with
their assigned treatment. Instead, researchers randomly assign
a subset of potential participants to an ‘encouragement’ to
join the treatment intervention. For example, in the famous
New York City school experiment, low-income children were
randomly assigned to receive school vouchers, thus giving
them the option to switch from public to private school
(Peterson et al., 2003).

Downstream field experiments follow up on completed field
experiments. They involve the collection of new data from
participants in completed field experiments. Once random
assignment is successful, researchers can assess the impact of
the treatment on any number of outcomes at later points in
time. For example, Sondheimer and Green (2010) gathered
the voting turnout records of participants who were randomly
assigned to participate in programs aimed at increasing high
school graduation rates when they were children, to establish
the causal effect of education on voting behavior.

Hybrid lab-field experiments are field experiments with
elements of artificiality. This type of study is useful for
researchers who want to have a high level of control over treat-
ment administration or measurement, while simultaneously
reaping some of the field experiment benefits discussed above.
For example, Walton and Cohen (2007) brought black and
white undergraduates into the laboratory for a brief interven-
tion in which their fears about not belonging at the university
were addressed or not. The success of this ‘belongingness’

intervention was demonstrated by measuring end of year
grades that students earned in their college courses, which
were higher for black and not white students in the treatment
condition.

Covert population experiments use random assignment in
a naturalistic setting to measure responses to members of
subgroups within that setting that are identifiable by some soci-
odemographic (e.g., ethnic identity) or ideological (e.g., polit-
ical affiliation) dimension. Importantly, participants who
respond to the measurement paradigm are not aware that
they are partaking in an experiment. As a result, covert popula-
tion experiments often produce more accurate treatment effect
estimates than more overt methods, such as self-report ques-
tionnaires. Audit studies, correspondence studies, and the lost-letter
paradigm are three prominent examples for covert population
experiments.

In audit studies, individual actors who vary on one or more
important demographic dimensions are randomly assigned
to engage in the same interpersonal transaction with a sample
of people or institutions, for example, purchasing goods at
a sample of stores or interviewing for an open position at
a sample of companies. Because actors are trained to behave
in an identical manner and because the experimental units
(the interaction partners) are randomly assigned to one or
the other actor, difference in responses is interpreted as
evidence for discrimination. For example, in Ayres’ (1991)
famous ‘fair driving’ experiment, actors who varied in terms
of their ethnicity and gender bargained for a retail car; car sales-
people offered white men significantly better prices than white
women and blacks.

In correspondence studies, researchers record responses to
identical pieces of correspondence from (randomly assigned)
‘senders’ who vary only in one dimension of their identity,
such as gender or age. In one such study, researchers randomly
assigned identical resumes to be sent to prospective employers,
sent from either Emily or Greg (whose names communicate
a white racial identity) or from either Lakisha or Jamal (whose
names communicate a black racial identity). The white appli-
cants received 50% more callbacks for interviews than blacks
(Bertrand and Mullainathan, 2004). Using the same random-
ized assignment of letters to a sample of recipients, state legis-
lators were more likely to respond to requests for help with
registering to vote if it came from a white rather than a black
sender, even if the constituent shared partisanship with the
legislator (Butler and Broockman, 2011).

In Milgram’s lost-letter paradigm, researchers drop stamped
and addressed but clearly unmailed letters in public places,
in a randomized pattern. The addresses on the letters vary
systematically to communicate demographic or ideological
characteristics about the ostensible recipients. Researchers
record how many letters reach the address (which typically
belongs to the research team), or more specifically, whether
community members display more helpfulness in picking
up the letters and dropping them in the mailbox when the
letter is addressed to one type of recipient versus another. In
the original lost-letter study (Milgram et al., 1965), the osten-
sible recipients were “Friends of the communist party,”
“Friends of the Nazi party,” “Medical research associates,” or
“Mr. Walter Carnap.” Passersby picked up and mailed letters
addressed to medical research associates and to the neutral
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individual more frequently than letters addressed to either the
Communist or Nazi party, between which there were no
differences in helpful mailing. Recently, in an interesting
adaptation of the original paradigm, Koopmans and Veit
(2013) found that regardless of the letter recipient’s ethnic
identity, return rates of letters were lower in more ethnically
diverse neighborhoods than in more homogenous
neighborhoods.

Common Methodological Problems and Solutions

Several methodological problems require special attention
from researchers who embark on field experiments. Most
of these problems are not exclusive to field experiments, but
afflict field experiments more frequently than laboratory
experiments.

Failure to treat occurs when participants assigned to a treat-
ment never receive the treatment. For example, during a get
out the vote campaign not all individuals assigned to receive
a specific canvassing message are at home. To handle failure
to treat, researchers can identify what is called the Complier
Average Causal Effect instead of the Average Treatment Effect
and exercise caution when applying their findings to society
as a whole (see Gerber and Green, 2012).

Selective attrition occurs when data are missing and attrition
is systematically related to potential outcomes. For example,
when in a study that compares the effect of two different
health insurance plans on well-being, participants with poor
health drop out at a greater rate from one of the plans (e.g.,
if one plan requires greater cost sharing and thus places
a greater financial burden on individuals with more severe
health problems). To address these problems, researcher can
fill in potential missing values to estimate the largest and
smallest possible treatment effects, thus placing bounds
around the treatment effect (see Gerber and Green, 2012).
Another option is gathering additional data from missing
participants.

Spillover occurs when the treatment or treated participants
influence untreated participants. For example, some partici-
pants in an intervention may discuss their experience with
participants in the control group. To prevent spillover,
researchers can space treatments out geographically or tempo-
rally, or assign clusters of interacting participants (e.g.,
networks of friends) rather than single individuals to treatment
and control condition. In other cases, researchers may be inter-
ested in spillover effects as an outcome. Researchers may
directly study the outcomes attributable to spillover by esti-
mating average potential outcomes under different conditions
of exposure to the treatment (Aronow and Samii, 2013).

Difficulty of replication is a final challenge for field experi-
ments due to the way in which each study must be adapted
to the particularities of the local setting. This is unfortunate
because replication is an important tool to establish the
robustness of effects in experimentation. Some researchers
have replicated their experiments in different locations, and
find close to identical results in some instances (Bobonis
et al., 2006; Miguel and Kremer, 2004), while being unable
to replicate the original effect in others (Banerjee et al.,
2010; Duflo et al., 2007).

Limitations of Field Experiments

In addition to many benefits, field experiments also have
several shortcomings. It is often difficult to obtain evidence
for mediating processes in the field, especially when processes
are believed to occur at a microlevel, involving individual
cognition or emotion. To tackle this challenge of what some
call black box causality, it can be fruitful to combine field and
laboratory experimentation. Nonetheless, it is important to
note that exploring mediation is a challenge for laboratory
experiments as well (Bullock et al., 2010). A related problem
is that manipulating and measuring precise and narrow
constructs, such as distinct emotions like shame versus guilt,
can be difficult in a field setting.

While black box causality and lack of precision are obstacles
at the microlevel, researchers interested in the macrolevel
struggle with a different problem: it is often difficult and some-
times impossible to randomize macrolevel variables, such as
institutions or elites (e.g., the gender composition of a country’s
congress, or aid flow). While these barriers are serious,
researchers have found creative ways to address both micro-
and macrolevel variables. For a study that overcame the micro-
level problem by assessing nonverbal displays of emotion in
a field setting (see Ditlmann and Lagunes, 2014). Another
study addressed the macrolevel problem of gaining insight
into institutional corruption processes by studying requests
for drivers’ licenses in India (Bertrand et al., 2007).

Current and Emerging Directions

As field experiments become an increasingly popular method-
ology, several directions for future theory and research are
emerging. Collaborations between researchers and governmental
and nongovernmental organizations provide exciting opportu-
nities for advancing science and conducting program evalua-
tions at the same time (Banerjee and Duflo, 2009).
International aid organizations have been sympathetic to field
experiments for a while (Blum, 2011), whereas collaborations
with the private sector are a more recent phenomenon (Levitt
and List, 2009). For example, the Abdul Latif Jameel Poverty
Action Lab promotes random assignment as an evaluation
tool and fosters researcher–practitioner relationships.

Combining qualitative research and field experiments is another
promising direction for future research. Qualitative research
methods can illuminate processes of change and thus over-
come the black box problem. Qualitative efforts can range
from conducting qualitative interviews with selected partici-
pants in different treatment groups to experimental ethnography
(Paluck, 2010; Sherman and Strang, 2004).

Comparative or contextual field experiments replicate the same
experiment in two different contexts. Replications can test the
robustness and often improve the precisions of average treat-
ment effect estimates. It can also advance theory. For example,
Carlsson and Rooth (2011) found that the effect of discrimina-
tion in a correspondence study was higher in municipalities
with aggregate level more negative than national average atti-
tudes as opposed to municipalities with aggregate level more
positive than national average attitudes. These findings
advance theory by demonstrating that attitudes are at least
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one important process through which discrimination effects
unfold.

Combining field experiments with social networks analysis takes
advantage of spillover, originally identified as amethodological
problem. This approach takes into account that individuals
seldom act in isolation but are part of many, often highly
complex networks. Combining field experiments and social
networks shows how treatment effects spread throughout
different types of networks. For example, Centola (2010)
randomly manipulated the topology of a network in an online
health community. He found that positive health behavior
spread farther and faster across clustered-lattice networks
(high level of clustering) than random networks (same number
of neighbors per individual but less clustering). In a different
application of this approach, Paluck and Shepherd (2012) first
identified all highly connected individuals in an analysis of
a high school’s complete social network. Next, they randomly
assigned a subset of these social referents to participate in an
antiharassment program. Results revealed that the exogenously
altered anticonflict behavior among treated individuals influ-
enced the perceived norms and behavior of students with ties
to these treated individuals (vs the control individuals) in the
network.

Internet experiments are increasingly popular, especially in
social psychology (Buhrmester et al., 2011). The Internet exper-
iments can be, though are not necessarily, field experiments.
For an Internet experiment to be considered a field experiment,
the intervention of interest should be a treatment that is nor-
mally carried out online, such as participation in an online
health community (Centola, 2010), or in an online video
game. Online participants are not automatically more represen-
tative than convenience samples such as student participants;
this depends on the research question and nature of the online
subject pool. In a good example of an Internet field experiment,
Facebook messages were randomly suggested to Facebook
users to post in their newsfeed. Of three different information
messages, one was designed to put social pressure on potential
voters. This message increased clicking on a public ‘I voted’
button and online information seeking about polling loca-
tions, relative to the two control messages (Bond et al.,
2012). This intervention represents a naturalistic online field
experiment, since the message treatments and the outcome
variables reflect typical online behavior among Facebook users.

History of Field Experiments

Birth of Field Experiments

Field experimentation literally originated in the field, when
Ronald Fisher and Jerzy Neyman conducted a series of agricul-
tural experiments that resulted in a book entitled The design of
field experiments (Fisher, 1935). One of the first field experiments
in the social sciences tested if providing information about the
election stimulates voter registration (Gosnell, 1927).

Second Half of Twentieth Century

The second half of the twentieth century was the period of
large-scale, so-called social experiments such as the British
Pricing experiment and the New Jersey Income Maintenance

experiment (Levitt and List, 2009). More than 235 social exper-
iments were completed at that time (for a review see Greenberg
and Shroder, 2004), with the primary purpose of informing
policy.

In political science, an early wave of ‘get out the vote’ field
experiments (Adams and Smith, 1980; Eldersveld, 1956;
Miller et al., 1981) followed up on Gosnell’s original experi-
ment on this topic. Unlike social experiments, the get out the
vote experiments were aimed at the scientific community and
are cited widely up to present. In 1963, Campbell and Stanley’s
famous book Experimental and Quasi Experimental Designs for
Research (Campbell and Stanley, 1963) further advanced field
experimentation. Campbell advocated a vision for an ‘experi-
menting society’ where policy decisions are based on experi-
mentation and follow scientific principles (Campbell, 1998).

In social psychology, some early and notable field experi-
ments include the ‘stranded motorist’ studies on behavior
regarding helping persons in need (Gaertner, 1973), the ‘lost-
letter’ paradigm to study cooperation (Milgram et al., 1965),
the ‘billboard’ experiments (Freedman and Fraser, 1966), and
the ‘parking lot’ studies (Kallgren et al., 2000) to study social
influence and persuasion. The advent of the cognitive revolu-
tion, the prioritization of mediation analysis to understand
psychological processes, and the requirement for multiple
study packages in top journals subsequently relegated field
experimentation to a secondary role in social psychology
(Cialdini, 2009).

Late-Twentieth and Twenty-First Century

In 2000, Gerber and Green published what later became a land-
mark get out the vote field experiment that overcame many
methodological limitations of prior experiments (Gerber and
Green, 2000) and inspired a great number of experimental
studies on voter turnout (for a review see Green and Gerber,
2008). This wave of get out the vote experiments raised the
profile of field experiments in political science (John, 2013).
Field experiments with explicitly theoretical as well as policy
aims also blossomed in economics (Levitt and List, 2009).
They became especially popular in the area of development
economics, in part because international aid agencies became
sympathetic to the use of field experiments (Humphreys and
Weinstein, 2009). The twenty-first century is also seeing
a renewed interest in field experiments in social psychology
(Cialdini, 2009; Paluck and Cialdini, 2014).

See also: Experimental Design: Randomization and Social
Experiments; Quasi-Experimental Designs; Social Experiments;
Social Network Analysis; Societal Impact Assessment.
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